
Whether you are producer, vendor, wine lover or boat/camping car owner, you often transport bottles. 
To make it easy, we’ve developed in France an essential “state-of-the art” bottle carrying device for 75 cl 
bottles and most of the 150 cl magnums. It is safe, practical and light, 3 good reasons to carry it in your 
hand.

It’s less expensive than a wine cellar. An ideal solution, 
well shielded from light and temperature variations to 
conserve your bottles, especially if you don’t have a cellar. 

IDEAL STOCKAGE

The bottles your bring with you when invited remain cool. 
They stay at the correct temperature, ready for the perfect tasting.

ISOTHERMAL

EASY CARRYING
With his adjustable shoulder strap, Transbottle 3 
is the perfect bottling carrying device wherever you 
go by car, plane, boat, camping-car, metro, bicycle 
or on foot. The bottles won’t knock against each.



IDENTITY CARD

TRANSBOTTLE - 7, Le Logis   F - 17160 Bagnizeau 
tel. : +33 (0)5 46 24 64 17   fax : +33 (0)5 46 24 03 77

www.transbottle.com  -  yl.svarc@transbottle.com

ACCESSORIES
You will always be ready for your tastings.

«I know that all my bottles, even the rarest ones, are entirely well protected with Transbottle.»
Michel Jack Chasseuil, owner of the worlds nicest wine cellar.

«I even send my important bottles to international clients through parcel shipment. Transbottle allows me to do so without any worries.»
Lionel Michelin, De Vinis Illustribus, www.devinis.fr

 «Carrying bottles is no longer a headache with Transbottle !»
 Nicolas DESPAGNE, Inhaber von Maison Blanche in Montagne www.despagne-rapin.com
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Contains: double lever corkscrew and 2 natural cork winestoppers

Dimensions

Weight 

Material

Dimensions 
of each 
chamber

Carrying 

Origine Made in France

0,7 kg

Expanded Polypropylene 55kg/m3

Height  : 39 cm

Height  : 35 cm

Adjustable shoulder strap in polypropylene

Diameter : 10,5 cm

Width : 14 cm Length : 41 cm


